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Description

Autoregistration via c3sMembership api should be possible.

This means an autoregister view to

accept a token via URL (+ email?), e.g. /register/EMAIL/TOKEN

ask the membership db for the token (+ email?) via api

if the token is accepted

create the user using the provided information in the response

log the user in

provide user feedback via flash message

if the token is not accepted

redirect to /

provide minimal user feedback via flash message

Related issues:

Related to collecting_society - Schnittstellen #361: Update c3sMembership api... Neu

History

#1 - 04/17/2017 04:16 AM - Alexander Blum

@Sarah: I assign the c3sMembership api related tasks to you, as you wanted to take a look into it. If you don't want it, just assign them to nobody.

#2 - 04/17/2017 04:16 AM - Alexander Blum

- Related to Schnittstellen #361: Update c3sMembership api service added

#3 - 11/24/2017 11:17 PM - Sarah Stoffels

- Target version deleted (1) Testing phase I)

#4 - 11/05/2018 03:01 PM - Alexander Blum

- Target version set to 6) Post Production

#5 - 05/18/2019 12:30 PM - Thomas Mielke

disabled membership api in https://github.com/C3S/collecting_society.portal.repertoire/commit/c82190f47d32a73d0a34be62020f4ec94b44d89a

(includes.py line 143)

#6 - 10/08/2019 03:42 PM - Alexander Blum

- Target version changed from 6) Post Production to Repertoire 6) Post Production

#7 - 10/08/2019 03:50 PM - Alexander Blum

- Project changed from repertoire to collecting_society

#8 - 10/11/2019 01:45 PM - Markus Lorenz

I don't quite get the purpose. Which kind of registration is meant? Registration in general for C3S memberhsip or only for repertoire? In case of the

latter then I don't quite see why Membership should handle any tokens for repertoire. Can't it handle its registration process by itself? Retrieving
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information from Membership like the email address is another discussion. But Membership should not care whether or how someone is registered for

repertoire.
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